In the recent research work, the handwritten signature is a suitable field to detection of valid signature from different environment such online signature and offline signature. In early research work, a lot of unauthorized person put the signature and theft the data in illegal manner from organization or industries. So we have to need identify, the right person on the basis of various parameters that can be detected. In this paper, we have proposed two methods namely LDA and Neural Network for the offline signature from the scan signature image. For efficient research, we have focused the comparative analysis in terms of FRR, SSIM, MSE, and PSNR. These parameters are compared with the early work and the recent work. Our proposed work is more effective and provides the suitable result through our method which leads to existing work. Our method will help to find legal signature of authorized use for security and avoid illegal work.
INTRODUCTION
Handwritten refers to the name of script or legal mark by the individual person. Handwritten signature provides the recent research in digital image processing to the identification and security issues. This process is more useful term to estimate the legal signature for person to person since now a day's many unauthorized peoples try to get the real information of economy. Therefore, we have to focus on the signature of the particular person that have put the signature in own writing by the detection to mismatched signature in field of research such as Hindi, English or any other language. Signature verification has been widely relates to a new topic in the field of research over previous years which allows more optimization. It plays vital role in some financial application and takes the related order in the related field. Automatic signature can be focused to classify on the basis of additional technique including as -offline signature methodology and online signature methodology. In online signature methodology, the signatures are taken under signed with help of digitizer using dynamic information. These provide the speed and pressure to capture the information of the particular hand in précised order. In offline signature methodology, the signatures are taken under signed on the register or some blank paper/sheet and on the completion of this processing, the scan signature document are applied for the further process. Thus, the offline signature methodology works using verification and identification of signatures under some environments. This methodology is based features including the local or global extraction from the being processed signature in constraint environment. In achieve better result, we can compare the robust feature matching and test signatures of user through appropriate classifier that separate match information. Signatures may be consists the information in the form of pixels of in image, these signature does not require to processed as symbol, letter or words. The signature may vary over time to lead some limitation, but the style of signature remains similar. But due to structure of psychological behavior or habits may lead to the signatures.
RELATED WORK
Srikanta Pal et al [1] presented the Hindi signatures on the basis of gradient and Zernike moment features of Indian script. They have focused on the accuracy, FRR and FAR to verification of signature. Mujahed Jarad et al [2] presented to test the suitable performance of the system, the back propagation algorithm was used in the neural network and tried to identified the signature is forged or not to access, to achieve the effective results. Nilesh Y. Choudhary et al [3] presented human signatures that were related to feature extracted from the group of signatures taking the invariant change of central moment including modified Zernike moment, for the preprocessing removed any spurious noise present in working image to isolated signature. Dipali K. Bhole et al [4] presented signature extraction methodology to obtain high resolution analysis for smaller size of normalization box. For the dissimilarities under consideration of two signatures with the Euclidean distance through Hungarian method has been used and found the remarkable reduction in equal error rate. Prashanth C R et al [5] presented DWT with four band based offline signature verification using angular features. Whatever, the angular features are more suitable to extraction by dividing the signature image into the number of blocks. Ali Karouni et al [6] presented online system based on providing the dynamic information of a signature which is captured at the time of signature. They have focused on the offline signature and their features of extraction on the basis of geometric features. Samaneh Mashhaadi [7] presented different scheme taking a threshold scheme, multi-proxy scheme and multi-signature scheme over shared verification proxy generation of signature with threshold verification to find the better performance of the signature verification system. Maged M. M. Fahmy [8] presented a discrete wavelet transform feature extraction and feed forward back propagation error neural network recognition. According to them, these are used to classify for suppressing variations including various genuine signatures as well as enhancing the interpersonal variations for the recognition and found the better success rate. Ramchanra A C et al [9] presented a robust offline signature verification based on Global features for skilled and forgeries to find the Type-1 and Type-2 errors on the basis of global features. B H Shekar et al [10] presented a model with two stages -preprocessing and eign value-signature construction, for the systematic comparative analysis between offline signature and gray signature to measure the performance. Yazan M. Al-Omari et al [11] presented signature forgery types and features types for the verification of the signatures.
PROPOSED METHOD
In this research paper, we have proposed two methodsLinear Discriminant Analysis and Neural Network, for the offline signature verification. These techniques are used for offline forgery to verification and detection. Linear Discriminant Analysis helps to reduce the edges of the image. Neural Network is used for the training and testing of the offline signature images pixel wise.
Flow Chart: Proposed Methodology
In this research work, the proposed methodology has implemented in MATLAB tool. It is more suitable for the improvement of human signature. The MATLAB tool version 12a is used to design the proposed methodology according to the problem under the logical assumption and mathematical expressions in graphical user interface.
Linear Discriminant Analysis
It is used to improve the signature information using PCA. It helps to define the dimension and resolution of the signature of person. LDA works more effectively for luminance, contrast and the structure of the signature which used to check the valid information in authorized organization.
Neural Network
Neural Network is an artificial intelligence algorithm however it is used for the classification to the human information in signature. It helps to classify the way of writing letter in speed. It detects true and false behavior of signature for security and valid information.
RESULT AND DISCUSSION
In this research paper, the analysis results have been identified on the basis of various features such as area, centriod coordinates, Eccentricity, Kurtosis, Skewness etc. Now we will find the result on the basis of four parameters -FRR, SSIM, MSE, and PSNR.
FRR (False Rejection Ratio):
The false rejection ratio is measured through the formula stated as number of false rejection / the number of attempts to identification.
(1)
In table 1, the results have shown in terms of comparison of the false rejection ratio under consideration of the previous methodology and the proposed methodology because our proposed methodology shows the minimum FRR. Our method shows the best result than the previous methodology as following below: Table 1 Comparison of FRR Fig. 1 , focused on the graphical representation of the table 1 of FRR as following below:
Fig. 1 Comparison of FRR
SSIM: Structural Similarity index is a property in which the signature information defines using the combined form of peak signal to noise ratio additional to mean square error for the calculation of quality of signature of the person. It is stated as: (2) Where l is denotes to luminance term, c denotes to contrast term and s denotes to structural term for the signature values.
In table 2, the results have shown in terms the comparison of the structural similarity under consideration the previous methodology and the proposed methodology. It should be greater value for quality of signature. Our method shows the more improve result than the previous methodology as following below: In table 3, the results have shown the comparison in terms of the mean square error under consideration of the previous methodology and the proposed methodology. Our methodology shows the best result than the previous methodology as following below: Table 3 Comparison of MSE Fig. 3 , focused on the graphical representation of the table 3 of MSE as following below: Fig. 3 Comparison of MSE PSNR: The peak signal to noise ratio is stated as: (4) Where R is 255.
In table 4, the results have shown the comparison in terms of the peak-signal-to-noise under consideration of the previous methodology and the proposed methodology. Our methodology shows improved result than the previous methodology as following below: Table 4 Comparison of PSNR 
CONCLUSION
In this research paper, the offline signature is the new research field from the previous decades. But some improvement is a challenge for the researchers day by day for the security purpose. In this paper we have focus on the clarity of the forgeries of individual signature; our method shows the best appropriate matching signature. In future, the researcher can use some advance algorithm to optimize the result.
